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If some grand thing for tomorrow
You are dreaming, do it now;
From the future do not borrow;
Frost soon gathers on the brow.
Days for deeds are few, my brother:
Then today fulfil your vow.
If you mean to help another,
Do not dream it—do it now.
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DONATION DAY
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 28th
./.WILL BE."

DONATION DAY
."FOR."

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Donations of CANNED GOODS, FARM PRODUCTS,
GROCERIES and FOOD SUPPLIES will be thankfully
received.
Students asked to remember this in writing home
to their friends.
Goods shipped in boxes or barrels and forwarded by
freight or express we will pay the charges upon same.
With food prices so high it is difficult to run our
Boarding Hall at$2.50 a week, but if all would co-operate
in making DONATION DAY a success, it will greatly
help us.
Do what you can.
Those who read the ECHO, former students
and patrons of TAYLOR UNIVERSITY are
specially asked to remember TAYLOR on DONATION
DAY. Goods shipped from a distance, have marked
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It's easy to distinguish real
people from the "show=off"
variety. And the same thing
applies to clothes=quality tells.
Clothcraft is an example

The Golden Eagle
UPLAND

OAS CITY

A Theological Seminary of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Established 1855.
Opportunity for self help. Campus of Northwestern University. Four Quarter
Year. For Bulletin with Views write President Charles M. Stuart, 350 Memorial
Hall, Evanston, Illinois.

Quality Superior Finish at Dexheimer's

When The Moon Shines New
J. A. H.
The white new moon
Was shining, but soon
It would set in the western sky;
To a maid, a youth
Was pledging his truth:
"I must bid you, my love, 'Good bye';
For ere break of day
I am going away;
But I'll come back again to you,
By the new moon's light,
When the moon shines white,—
When the moon shines new."
"When the moon shines new
I'll be thinking of you,
In a strange land, sad and lone;
When the moon shines new,
I'll be dreaming of you
Away from friends and home;
When the moon shines new—
I will come back to you,
With a heart that is ever true,
By the new moon's light,
When the moon shines white,—
When the moon shines new."
The new moon came
Again and again,
Till the years in sorrow grew;
Each new moon, till late,
A maiden would wait
And wander alone through the dew;
Thus she sat in last hope
When a soft voice spoke:
"I've returned as I said 1 would do,
By the new moon's light,
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When the moon shines white,—
When the moon shines new."
"When the moon shone new
I was thinking of you,
In a strange land, sad and lone;
When the moon shone new
I was dreaming of you,
Away from friends and homeWhen the moon shines new
I have come back to you.
With a heart that is ever true,
By the new moon's light,
When the moon shines white,—
When the moon shines new."

SaulHis Father's Asses, and a Kingdom
It was mid-afternoon in the latter part of the glorious month of September. The
sun shone brightly, yet there was that coolness of fall which causes the blood in the
veins to flow faster. The sun seemed to burn with unusual brightness on this autumn
day and to disperse the dullness and duskness of the all-pervading dark season.
In the little town of Greendale, in the southern part of Indiana, the inhabitants
who were not burdened with work and yet felt impelled to do something, had gathered
at the station to witness the arrival of the west-bound train.
Standing a little apart from the others a young man of nineteen or twenty was
also awaiting the coming of this train. He was possessed of a good physique, solidly
built, tall and straight, with a firm set chin and a keen determined look. He wore the
garb of a laboring man,—broad slouch hat, black shirt open at the neck and corduroy
trousers tucked into the tops of a pair of high boots.
Now and then as others passed him they nodded or spoke. Soon a well-dressed
man came up and held out his hand. "Hello, Paul! glad to see you. Why don't you
stop in for a chat?"
"Hello, Fred! Thanks, but I can stop for only a few minutes; I am expecting
a package for father. How is everything at the bank?"
"0, we are fairly busy. There is a good deal of money passing through here
this fall. The bank is doing a good business, and getting its share of the prosperity
boom in this part of the country."
"Yes, the men in town report things very favorable; but we farmers are not
helped at present,—in fact, when our profits are greater, then we pay more for our
supplies; so you see it is always hard to do more than keep even."
The whistle and rumble of the approaching train drowned the sound of their
voices as the coaches pulled into the station. Fred Harlow, cashier of the First Na
tional, mailed his letters and left for his duties at the bank. Paul Clark stepped to
an open place near the depot and watched the passengers as they stepped from the
train.
A traveling man got off and then a small group of young felows, several wearing
orange and black jerseys, with the letter "A" on the front. Some had on coat
sweaters on which was fastened a large "T". They brought no baggage out with
them, and remained close to the coach-steps as if afraid the train would leave without
them. But there was a lot of baggage transferring to do, so they took advantage of
the time. Several gathered together and one struck up the air of a song that
~eemed full of life and vigor. Others joined in and soon a young man appeared on
the platform with a cornet which he played as they sang. The crowd about the
s ation were attracted to the scene of the music to catch the words. Paul wondered
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who they could be and turned to hear the traveling man say in answer to a question:
"Those fellows ? They are the Apollo Glee Club from Tabor University. They have
been out during the summer giving entertainments, and are now on their way back
to school. They are certainly a jolly bunch of. fellows and have made a hit wherever
they stopped. They are the kind of students who boost their school."
The conductor waved his hand, the whistle blew and as the train slowly started
the group of entertainers made a dash for the train and were soon lost to sight. Paul
obtained his express package, stopped for the mail and then mounted his pony and
rode slowly homeward. He rode with his reins loose on the horse's back and seemed
deep in thought. At last he straightened himself in the saddle, picked up his reins and
said, "Ginger, I am going to college." Ginger's only answer was to break into a
gallop, and the young man went on with his thoughts.
He was going to college, yes—but how was he going to do it ? He had very little
money and his father could not afford to send him. He lived with his parents and
his fourteen-year-old brother on a small farm and truck garden near the little village.
They had not had good luck and had only finished paying for the land. They were
still in debt for the machinery and stock; so he knew that his father could help him
but little. That night, however, after the chores were done and his father had
finished the paper, he turned to him and said, "Father, I would like to go to college
next year."
His father looked at him a few minutes to see if he were really in earnest, and
then said, "1 wish you could, Paul; but I am afraid I cannot spare the money next year.
However, Roy will finish high school this spring, and will be able to help me next
year; so if you can find the money you have my permission to go."
"Thanks, father," said Paul simply; and then he retired to his room to think
it all over. The chances for earning enough money on the farm the coming year
seemed very slight. His father would need him to help care for the stock that winter,
so he could not work out; and what he could earn in his spare time would not be
sufficient to take him through a year of school.
The next morning at breakfast his father said, "Paul, I wish you would take this
letter to town for me and then come back and go over to the south pasture and look
for those calves that are missing. They must be in the woods along the river and we
ought to have them at home today, for the buyer will be here tomorrow."
"All right", said Paul. He picked up his saddle and bridle, went to the pasture
gate, and whistled. In a moment Ginger joyously trotted up to him and soon the boy
was on his way to town. As they approached it seemed to him that the outskirts were
deserted; but as he neared the main street, he could see crowds gathered here and
there, espcially near the bank corner. The bank was closed and the curtains drawn;
so he hitched his pony and walked back to see what it was all about. He joined the
throng and read on a bulletin board in front of the building:
$1,000.00 REWARD!
The Security State Bank of Greendale will pay to the
person or persons who capture the robbers of this bank
a reward of $500.00.
For particulars inquire at the bank.
It will also pay the sum of $500.00 to whoever recovers
the money and papers taken from the safe by said
robbers.
Signed:
J. T. BRANCH, President,
FRED HARLOW, Cashier,
"So that's what the excitement is about," thought Paul, as he listened to the
animated conversation of those about him, discussing who could have committed the
deed.
Was it possible that the bank had lost a large amount of money ? It must
have been, to offer such a big reward." "Could it have been robbed by 'local talent,'
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01- was it the work of strangers?" "How did they enter and when did they do it?"
These were some of the questions that were being discussed. But Paul took no notice
of what the others were saying. His blood was surging within him and causing his
pulse to beat faster as he thought of how daring a robbery it must have been and of
the money that the people in the neighborhood had lost. His rising indignation
against the crime committed on the bank where his friend worked was at first
almost a feeling of hatred for the men who were guilty. He wondered if he could
not play some heroic part in avenging the robbers and helping the bank. Then the
sign caught his attention. "Ah", he thought, as he turned to go to the post office,
"If I could only win that reward or a part of it, how much nearer school would I be."
He had gone but a short distance when the back door of the bank opened and some
one called, "Come here, Paul."
He turned and entered the bank. Several men were there: the president, the
sheriff and the doctor. Fred turned to him and said, "You are just the fellow we
want to see. We are going to get a bunch of good men together to go after the
robbers. Doctor, here, says that last night about three o'clock as he was coming home
he passed two strangers on horseback, three miles east of town, and he thinks they
may be the men we want. Will you go ?"
Why, Paul thought to himself, here was the very chance he wanted,—a chance
to earn the reward or part of it; and so he said, "Certainly I will." "Get your pony,
a gun, some crackers and dried beef, as we may be gone ail night and not find any
place to stop, and meet us at the livery stable in half an hour," said the sheriff.
"All —
" Paul stopped. Gone all night, did he say? That was hardly
possible. He must hunt for the calves. His father had said that the buyer was
coming,—but what were five calves to a chance to earn part of a $1,000 reward?
His father had said that if he could only get the money, he might go to school. They
cculd sell the calves next year just as well. He might not find the calves in a day
anyway. What a fine chance to take part in a real robber chase! It would be ex
citing and that was what he loved. Surely it would please his father to know that
he was helping to execute the law; besides he might get a part of the $1,000. He
was about ready to finish his sentence, satisfied that all would be well at home, when
he remembered his promise of the morning; to his father. It would not do for him
to go after robbers when his father was depending upon him to get the calves. No,
his duty was to his father; and besides the calves would bring in money for his
college education and he might not get a cent from the other trip. He could not
take a chance to lose both so he would make sure of the one that it was his duty to
attend to. "What's the matter, Paul ?" asked Fred.
"I can't go. I promised father that I would look for some lost stock this after
noon."
"You can find them tomorrow or the next day," "No, I promised to do it today,"
said Paul as he turned to go.
Well, keep still about what you have heard and keep your eyes open. The
robbers may have circled around your way," said the sheriff.
Paul found his pony and rode homeward. He could not keep from thinking
about the chance he had lost. The temptation to go back and help with the capture
of the robbers was still very strong, even though he knew his father was expecting
him home oefore noon. What a chance he had just missed to take part in one of the
most exciting trips that the country afforded! The tempter whispered that he could
help his father more by earning this money—that he might be losing the only chance
of his life to go to college—but as he neared home he squared his shoulders and
resolved not to mind it. He ate the lunch that was prepared for him, and then rode
quietly toward the woods. All the calves except five had been driven to the home
pasture the week before. These had not been with the herd and had not yet been
found. If they were in the woods they must be along the river where the trees were
thickest; and he intended to look there first. The trees were thick only in spots, and
here and there open sandy places were seen. While crossing one of these Paul sud-
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denly stopped. There in front of him were the tracks of two horses. How did they
come here? His father had no horses in the pasture. "Why! the robbers!"—Could
it be? The doctor had seen two men on horseback. Had they ridden this way?
Carefully he followed the tracks, looking sharply about on all sides. If he really
found the trail of the robbers what would they do if they saw him following them ?
He must see them first!
But what could he do if he found them ? He had better
get help. But then it might have been neighbors crossing the pasture. He must
make sure first.
The tracks led among the trees and were very faint, only here and there a
spot where a horse had kicked the leaves aside. They led straight toward a dense
grove, however, and were therefore easily followed. Suddenly he saw a number of
trees where the bark was worn off in a circle around each. The grass and leaves
close to the trees had been nibbled at and farther away from the base of the trees
it had been trampled until it looked as if horses had been tied there for a long time,
and had worn patches of turf smooth by fighting the flies which at this time were
troublesome in the woods. Could it be that the neighbors had crossed the pasture ?
But why should they hitch to the trees ? They would not have stopped. It surely must
have been the robbers. Yet what did they want unless it was to bury the money?
It would be a good place, as the woods were never visited except when they went
there for their cattle each fall. What a fine spot in which to hide a treasure!
Paul tied his pony and looked about but could see nothing. He began to circle
the place, gradually increasing the circles. At last he found several burnt matches.
He must be near where somebody had stopped. He began to stir the leaves, and soon
found some freshly dug earth. He had only his hands and a stick instead of a
shovel; but his will found a way to dig and soon his stick struck something hard. He
dug faster. His hands were soon sore but he did not stop. Soon he unearthed a
small iron box. It was locked, but when he shook it, something jingled. Ah, the
reward was his! He quickly filled the hole again and covered it with leaves till it
appeared as before. Then he wrapped the box in his coat and tied it behind his
saddle and rode away.
He had forgotten all about the calves when he suddenly heard a noise ahead.
He turned pale. Had the robbers seen him and hidden near by to head him off ? The
pony also stopped,—when suddenly from the trees in front some calves came runningout. Paul smiled. "This is certainly our lucky day, Ginger; I suppose we had
better drive them home."
His father was at home when he arrived and Paul quickly told his story. To
gether they went to the tool house, and broke open the box. It was really moneysilver, greenbacks, checks and notes.
"Too late to go in tonight, so we had better put it away and you can take it in
tomorrow. I am glad you found the calves, for I met Mr. Smith by the road and
he had heard that the buyer will be along tomorrow," said Paul's father.
The next morning, Paul again rode to town; but he whistled as he went and
every now and then he Would turn around and touch a box wrapped in a blanket
behind the saddle. The bank was open when he arrived. Fred invited him into the
private office.
"Has the sheriff found the robbers yet?"
"No," said Fred, "we have not heard of them. I suppose the bank is out just
that much."
"Take a look at this," said Paul as he took the box from beneath his coat and
handed it to Fred.
"Why, those are our notes and checks! Where did you find them? Wait till I
call Mr. Branch."
Mr. Branch came and together they counted the money. "All here but forty
dollars—perhaps they took that along for expenses. I am glad you found it, Paul,
and I know you will use the reward for a good cause. Do you want it in cash or
shall I deposit it in your name ?" asked the banker.
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"I will let you take care of it for me till next fall," said Paul. In answer to their
questions, he told them about finding the box and then said, "I have a good clue as to
the direction in which the robbers went. If you can get me some blood hounds, I
believe that with the help of a few good men, I can find them."
Just then the sheriff stepped into the bank and after the story was told him,
his help was enlisted to furnish the dogs and the men. A posse of six men and two
blood hounds was formed and Paul led them to the place where he had unearthed the
money. The hounds were set free and given the scent from the hoof prints. They
immediately set off in a westerly direction leading through the thickest part of the
woods and then up a short ravine which led to another smaller woods. Here it was
almost impossible to penetrate from this side. By unmounting the men were able to
proceed slowly through the heavy undergrowth of bushes. Soon they came to a
little piece of cleared ground, in the center of which was an old log cabin left
vacant by a pioneer settler many years before. The men stopped on the edge of the
clearing and called the dogs. It was well that they did, for just as they were about
to retire a short distance away for a conference, a man was seen carrying a pail of
water to some horses that were tethered near the cabin. It was not long before the
posse decided that the men for whom they were searching were near. But the ques
tion was,—how to capture them? After long counseling it was decided that they
must wait until dark and then some plan of capture could be put into operation.
When darkness settled over the woods the men determined to make a quick raid
on the cabin before the full moon should come up. When all was ready, they sur
rounded the cabin and quickly broke in the door. They found three men seated
around a table playing cards. It was such a surprise to the robbers that they did
not know how to resist. One jumped to get his gun but he was covered and forced
to return to the table. Their guns were taken and then they were bound and
guarded until their horses could be found and saddled. Soon they were all on their
way to town and when they reached the city jail it was two o'clock in the morning.
The three robbers were locked up and then the sheriff took Paul home with him to
spend the rest of the night.
In the morning our hero went down to the bank to see his friend Fred. The
young banker was happy to know that they had captured the robbers and that it was
his friend Paul who had made it possible.
"Well, Paul, this will give you a large share of the other $500 reward. I suppose
you wish us to deposit it for you," said Fred.
"Yes, you may put it to my credit. I think that my way to college is now
assured," was the answer.
"lou're a lucky chap, Paul," continued his friend. "And you're one point
ahead of your name-sake, who went out to find his father's asses."
"How's that?" said Paul a little surprised.
"Well, Saul merely found a kingdom, missing the asses. You found your father's
calves—and a kingdom into the bargain."
'But it wasn't all luck and accident in either case, Fred," the young man ended,
seriously.
The next year his father, mother, and brother bade Paul good-bye as he
boarded the train for Highland and college. His experiences there, the weary
grinding away at lessons, his work on the tennis court, and the gym floor, and the
lomance of the Freshman girl, would make another story; but suffice it to say that
nine months later he swung from the West-bound train at Greendale, and proudly
displayed to his friend Fred a purple sweater coat on the left side of which were
the gold letters, T. U.
But Fred, he said, "1 want you to notice this jeisey", and he opened his
iiTW'1 C°a^ an(' sh°wed him his black and orange jersey with its flaming
A.
at said he proudly, "is the emblem of our organization, which a Freshman very
rarely makes,—the Apollo Glee Club, of Tabor University."
J. D. DRUSCHEL.
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Athletics, which is the spirit and life of most schools, has been overshadowed
by the Society and Debating Club that as yet we haven't even awakened to the fact that
athletics exist at Taylor. To be sure a few have been playing tennis, but so few
in comparison with former seasons that it can hardly be said that the school is too
interested in tennis to take part in other athletics.
We do not wish to place too much emphasis on athletics, for there is danger of
putting athletics on a higher plane than the college curriculum itself; indeed as one
reads the papers from some other colleges, one might be led to think that athletics is
the thing for which colleges exist, and the classes and other school activities are
simply side issues instituted for recreation from the strenuous life upon the field and
the gym floor.
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There are two extremes in judging athletics: One discourages all forms of sports
and brands them as worse than useless. The other exalts athletics and places so
much emphasis upon it, that the intellectual activities suffer because of neglect.
These are both wrong and the school that follows either of these principles will fail
of its highest work.
Taylor University does not need to be a failure. Let us strike the happy medium,
and have just enough athletics to set off our school work; enough to create a good
school spirit; enough to give every one the exercise that is necessary for a good healthy
body and a strong mind. Because we are a religious school is no argument against
athletics; but it is an argument against athletics being everything. Because some
are preachers is no reason that they cannot indulge in good clean athletic games. In
fact this is just the training that many of our preachers need. They lack real pep
and enthusiasm, and every one knows that good clean athletics give both pep and
enthusiasm to those who participate.
Last year some of the boys saw that our system of athletics was wrong, for
the majority of the students derived absolutely no benefits from it. To rectify this
the athletic association was taken out of the hands of a few and placed in the hands
of the whole student body. Now every enrolled student belongs to the Athletic Asso
ciation. You not only belong, but you have equal privileges and all the athletic goods
and equipment are at your disposal.
It is out of season to emphasize base ball; foot ball is on the black list; and
tennis will soon be snowed under; therefore we should turn our attention to the
gymnasium. You can play indoor baseball, if there are enough interested. You
can play volley ball, hand ball or basket ball. If you want to play by yourself go
down to the gym and work the weight machine or toss the medicine ball, but don't
fail to get some good out of athletics this year.
Last year the boys organized a basket, ball league that proved to be a rousing
success. Boys who had never played basket ball before in their lives joined the
league, and many before the season closed had learned how to play very well. Every
one who joined the league received real training. Basket ball last year was a decided
success.
Why not start a new league this year ? Why not start it now and get the benefit
of the whole year's opportunity. Girls, why don't you start a league among your
selves, and have the joy of playing as well as watching your gallant young knights
play ? We are sure that the girls need the exercise as well as the boys, and there is
no game that will come nearer giving you the needed exercise throughout the winter
than basket ball, unless it is indoor tennis. Many girls who cannot play the rougher
game of basket ball will find indoor tennis both pleasant and profitable exercise.

A Testimony to Taylor University
Dr. L. W. Munhall, the widely known writer, preacher, lecturer, and evangelist,
writing in the "Eastern Methodist" of Philadelphia on False Teachings in our Col
leges and the effort being made to "propagate the infidel views of rationalistic higher
critics concerning the Bible" and put those books into the hands of the students in the
colleges and universities of Methodism, says:
It were a thousand times better that our young people should never see the
inside of a college than that their faith in the Bible, as the Word of God, should be
wrecked, as is very likely to be the case if they go to schools where these books
are used.
It is a high-handed outrage against the Methodist Episcopal church and our holy
leligion to call any educational institution, in which such books are used, by the name of
Methodist. The Methodist church is a Bible church. It believes the Bible; and, has
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always preached it as God's Word, and strenuously opposed every suggestion of
skepticism that challenged its authority or discredited its infallibility, until very re
cently.
He then gives this testimony to the good work of Taylor University.
"I do not, and never did say, that all so-called Methodist schools are in this
condemnation. I say most, if not all, the leading ones are; and that those that are
should receive no support whatever from loyal Methodists. I think our German and
Scandinavian schools are loyal to the Bible as the Word of God and our disciplinary
rules and laws, and believe and teach our doctrines. The same is pretty nearly
true of our colored schools also. There are a few other schools of which the same
is true, notably Taylor University, at Upland, Ind. In this school the Bible has its
proper place and is believed and taught as the very, eternal Word of the Living God.
Those in authority believe Methodist doctrines and teach them; and also in old-time
Holy Ghost religion. The atmosphere is intensely spiritual. The Christian young
people who go there are confirmed in their faith and built up in the experiences of
personal and practical religion. The unchristian young people who matriculate and
remain there will, more than likely, become Christians before they return home. It
is a real, sure enough Methodist school, as all our schools should be.
The "Highbrows" composing the so-called University Senate do not recognize
Taylor, and will not give the school a rating; but, that is nothing against them; for
they are doing splendid work educationally, and are loyal to what we as real Method
ists believe."
In the last issue of the Echo there appeared an announcement of a Christmas story
contest. This contest is expected to be extremely interesting because of the large
number of students both old and new who will enter. Taylor has always had a number
of good literary students, students who know how to write and who are ambitious
enough to try. It is the purpose of the Echo staff to hold the paper to a high literary
standard, and we think of nothing that will add more to the interest of our literary
department, and do more to keep it on a high literary plane, than writing contests
embracing all the Echo family.
Since the literary standard is set high, the one who succeeds in writing the
winning story can feel himself highly honored. In fact we wish it to be understood
that all who have articles in the Echo are on the honor roll, and regarded by the
faculty and the students alike as the ones who are doing things; and it is to the
credit of Taylor that she regards such attainments as higher than victories on the
gym floor or the foot ball field.
The student who writes the winning Christmas story will be given a four dollar
Moore's non-leakable fountain pen. We reserve the right to publish any of the
stories handed in. Now writers, take your pen, put on your thinking cap, scratch
your head, and turn in a prize Christmas story by November 25. You are all eligible,
and no handicaps given.
Does this Echo that you are reading belong to you or are you simply sponging
off of your good-hearted room-mate ?
Are you boosting for the Echo with all your might? If not, get busy.
can knock and throw rocks, but it takes a real man to be a booster.

Any one

You alumni who are so anxious to hear from your old class-mates and school
associates, please help us by sending us any and all of the news that you have con
cerning the alumni and former students.
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MINISTERIAL TRAINING SOCIETY.
Almost a year ago a few industrious
young men preparing for the ministry saw
the need of experience in preaching and
formed a society in which this could be
gained. The society did efficient service
last year and those who took part in its
exercises were greatly benefited.
The first meeting of the new year was
held on Friday, October 13. Matters of
business were attended to, and the work
for the year was planned.
The second meeting was held on October
20th. O. W. Kolberg had charge of the
meeting, and also preached the opening
sermon of the year.
We intend to make this year a year of
great things in our society. With the start
we have received and the interest shown
by the new students, a successful year
seems to be already assured.
If you feel that you need the experience
in giving your sermons before the people
come and join with us; come anyway for
mutual profit, and let us prepare zealously
for the Master's service.
0. W. K.

world." In this sphere is found the great
est personal blessing from God. Holiness
is embodied in a longing to turn others to
Christ. It is a broadening and expansion
of the heart that will take in other hearts.
He who would be useful in winning souls to
Christ must spend time with God in prayer.
Then there will be an outflowing of the
Spirit of God in His life that will make oth
ers hungry.
ROY MICHEL, Pres.

HOLINESS LEAGUE.

Phil. 2:5: "Let this mind be in you
which was also in Christ." The mind of
Christ embodies humility, service, and a
love that goes out to the world, bringing
joy or sorrow,—joy for those who accept
offered mercy and sorrow for those who
reject it.
Christian perfection means that we
serve God with an undivided heart. It
embodies a surrendered will, neither ask
ing what He refuses, nor refusing what He
sends. A true Christian is led captive to
the will of his Lord. His life is one in
which God works unhindered. The prayer
of a great man was, "O Spirit of God, bend
me." In this attitude, He can mould us as
He will.
DR. WRAY, Leader.

Thoughts on Holiness.
A real consecrated life is not simply tes
tifying to sanctification, but rather dedi
cating yourself to God for service, show
ing in your life a reflection of "the Lamb
of God which taketh away the sins of the

John 17.—Jesus' prayer for His disciples,
"That they may be one, as we are." There
is no antagonism, but perfect harmony be
tween Father and Son. This thought im
plies that Christ's desire for His disciples
is that this same harmony may exist be-
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tween them. When this prayer is fully
realized, the children of God are one in
Spirit, regardless of denomination or other
differences.
DR. VAYHINGER, Leader.
EXPRESSION CLUB NOTES.
The Expression Club held their first
meeting for 1916 in Society Hall, November
1st. After a brief and greatly enjoyed
program of readings by the first year stu
dents, assisted by "Prof." Pickett of the
Madolin Department, a business meeting
was held. It was agreed to redecorate the
Expression room, a much needed improve
ment and to purchase a set of fifty books as
a foundation for a real expression library.
The following officers were elected:
Pres.—Miss Guilberta Wray.
Vice-Pres.—Mr. L. R. Norvelle.
Sec.—Miss Maston.
Treas.—Mr. Floyd Seelig.
THE EULOGONIAN DEBATING CLUB.
On Saturday evening, October 7th, was
held the regular weekly meeting of the
Eulogonian Debating Club. On account
of the election of inter-club and intraclub debaters for the fall term no question
was debated. After a well considered vote
from the members of the club the following
men were elected to represent the Eulogonians for the fall term, to uphold the present
high standard of our organization by re
taining the championship banner that we
now possess: Messrs. E. E. Crabtree and
G. R. Asplin. The intra-club debaters
chosen were H. D. Hawver, C. Daniels, R.
L. Pickett and M. G. Mcintosh.
After the election a helpful and in
structive parliamentary drill was conducted
by the president. As so much practical
knowledge is to be gained from parliamen
tary practice we hope in the future to lay
more stress upon this all-important factor
in preparing our members for their life's
work.
Our next regular program was held on
the evening of October 14. With a large
representation of the club, as well as many
visitors, we spent a very enjoyable and
profitable hour. The question discussed
was: "Resolved, That Woodrow Wilson
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should be elected rather than Hughes."
The affimative upheld by H. D. Hawver and
O. W. Kolburg received the decision of the
judges over their less fortunate opponents,
S. R. Rasmussen and M. G. Mcintosh. Both
sides did exceptionally well and we all left
the club-room knowing considerably more
about politics than before.
On Saturday evening, October 21, was
held the regular election of officers:
Pres.—R. H. Williams.
Vice-Pres.—M. T. Chea.
Sec.—D. A. Cooke.
Treas.—K. E. Puterbaugh.
Critic—P. B. Smith.
S'gt-at-Arms—L. A. White.
Censor—C. Birmingham.
GERMAN CLUB DOINGS.
The German Club met on Friday even
ing, November 2nd, in the expression
room. The time from 6:15 to 7:30 was
spent in singing and a general good time.
The Deutschers made the old room ring
with the sound of the good old German
"Lied." The organization, new this year,
promises to be a great success.
PHILO.
The Philalethean Literary Society has
the largest membership of any student or
ganization in Taylor University. But it
has not only quantity, it has quality of an
equally high degree. With the return of
many of the old Philos and the addition
of about sixty new active members, this
year promises to be the best in the history
of the society. If every member will loy
ally respond the Philo meetings are sure
to be a success.
Already our programs have shown great
talent among our members. The musical
numbers have been varied, consisting of
artistic renditions upon the piano, mando
lin, guitar and accordion, as well as vocal
and whistling solos, the latter being a new
feature in our society programs. The Philo
readers are among the best in the school,
capable in delivery, style, and choice of
readings. While some have appeared in
these numbers others have given us excel
lent essays and short stories; and the Philo
standard is always interesting.
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In every way possible we mean to im
prove our opportunities, to take advantage
of whatever is beneficial in preparing our
selves for the largest, truest life.
R. McCUTCHEN.
SOPHOMORES ELECT.
October the eleventh found one of the
most distinguished body of students in Tay
lor University, assembled in Schreiner
Auditorium. Although it was the first
meeting of the year, it was managed in
that business-like and orderly way which
has always characterized the college so
phomore class. The primary object of the
meeting was the election of officers. The
results were as follows:
Pres.—Mr. John Learn on.
Vice-Pres.—Miss Corey Stephens.
Sec.—Miss Elizabeth Atkins.
Treas.—Mr. Robert McCutcheon.
Reporter—Mr. Forrest Goodrich.
EUREKA DEBATING CLUB.
The work for the school year is begin
ning with very favorable prospects for the
Eureka Debating Club. The enthusiastic
support of the new members combined with
the splendid co-operation of the old mem
bers promises to make this year the great
est in the history of the club.
The debating work for the year opened
on Saturday, October 7th, when the ques
tion: "Resolved, That the Adamson Bill
should be repealed," was debated. Mr.
Pogue and Mr. Goodrich supported the
affirmative and Mr. Porter and his col
league were to have discussed the negative.
Mr. Porter's colleague was prevented
from being present, however, and although
Porter battled manfully in his two speeches
the judges decided against him in a two to
one decision.
The next debate was held on October the
14th. "Resolved, That a change in the ad
ministration at the present time would be
detrimental to the best interests of the na
tion." A. C. Lee and Harold Slagg held the
affirmative against I. J. Roberts and D. M.
Church who supported the negative. Al
though the question was a live one, the
debate was not as good as it might have
been, had the gentlemen been more thor

oughly prepared. The affirmative received
a unanimous decision.
On October 21st the question for debate
was, "Resolved, that the United States
should own and operate the nation's rail
roads." Joseph Imler and L. Schneider,
affirmative, debated against M. B. Wilcox
and R. E. Johnson, negative. The debate
was live and full of interest. The affimative won a two to one decision.
The evening of the 28th was given over
to extemporaneous speaking and parliamen
tary drill. Thrilling speeches by O. C.
Brown, Mulkin, Church, Imler, Porter, Wil
cox, and Appleman occupied a large share
of the evening. The club went into a com
mittee of the whole to discuss Hanly and
through a technicality was unable to ex
tricate itself for a solid half hour. When
we finally emerged from the heated com
mittee discussion we reported unfavorably
on Hanly's candidacy. O. C. Brown was
allowed a few minutes for a farewell
greeting to the club and the club gave him
a rising vote of good will and Godspeed as
he leaves for China.
Razzle, Dazzle, Hobble, Gobble,
Sis-boom-bah,
Freshman, Freshman, rah, rah, rah.
The College Freshman class, composed
of 52 members, is the largest College
Freshman class ever enrolled in Taylor
University. It not only possesses quantity,
but also quality, as will be seen long be
fore June, 1920.
At a meeting of the College Freshmen
on October 12, the following officers were
elected:
Pres.—L. R. Norvelle.
Vice-Pres.—A. G. Carroll.
Sec.—Miss Snyder.
Reporter—Don A. Cooke.
Chaplain—Arthur Taylor.
Sergeant-at-Arms—Gerald Bush.
The class chose for its motto, "Verum
Omnia Vincit" (Truth Conquers all Things);
for its colors, maroon and white; for its
flowers, red and white carnations.
Mr. Paul Pierce was elected captain of
the basket-ball team, and from the looks of
things now, the Freshman basket-ball team
will have no trouble in out-classing every
thing in school in the line of basket-ball.
REPORTER.
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English Department
Professor. Zimmerman.
Professor Zimmerman, Ph. D., Chicago
University, has been with us for several
years, and has this fall organized a strong
English department, which will work to
gether so that every Taylor student can
obtain the literary and the practical work,
as well as training in writing in the line
in which he excels. The department in
cludes besides Professor Munro and Profes-

ing the largest Freshman College Rhetoric
class that Taylor has ever witnessed—60
students. She also gives an interesting
course in the Rise of the Drama, and some
classes in English Literature.
Professor Smith.
Mr. G. N. Smith is Taylor's new regis
trar. He worthily fills the place left va
cant by Professor Lee, and formerly oc
cupied for many years by our beloved

Professor Munro

Professor Zimmerman

sor Smith, the work in expression, under
Professor Cobb, which should supplement
the English of the college; and the gram
mar classes, taught by Miss Dancey and
Mr. Harm, which are to prepare students
for the higher English.
Professor Munro
Miss Munro comes to us from the East.
She has a Bachelor's degree from Boston
University, and the Master's in English
from Harvard. Professor Munro is teach-

Professor Smith

Professor Brown.
The above picture
scarcely does justice to the facial adequacy
with which Mr. Smith fills
ProfessorBrown's place. Professor Smith has his
degree from Northwestern University, and
has also attended Garrett Biblical Insti
tute. He is assistant in the English de
partment and has a few classes in History.
The latest addition to his duties is the
Pity Sakes' class in spelling—look out for
him here, ye miserable spellers!

Hartford Recital a Success
A very appreciative

audience

attended

the piano recital given by some of the
artist students of A. Verne Westlake who
is musical director of Taylor University.
"Wellen und Wogen" was brilliantly
rendered by

Miss

Pearl

Peters.

A very

singing quality of tone was manifested by
Miss Dolores Ramsey in the "Serenade," and
in the "Chopin Etude." She displayed
many charming pedal effects.
The characteristic beauty of the "Fantasie Impromptu," was further enhanced
by Sylvia Davis through a liquid rendition
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of the passage work and a touching beauty
in her contrasts in the melody section.
"Autumn," was artistic from start to finish
and Miss Irene Kempis delivered it with
composure and precision. Mr. Aldred
Wigg certainly created a furore with the
massive and comprehensive way in which
he rendered the "Staccato Etude", and was
compelled to respond with an encore. A
delightful contrast to the number played by
Mr. Wigg, was the "Czardas," which in its
daintiness and yet wild recklessness was
executed by Miss Cummings at a remarka
ble tempo. Miss Francis Ekis played the
"Scherzo," with great dramatic insight and
rose splendidly to the dashing finale. The
"Sarabande", of Foote was a gem and the
weird and infatuating, "Minuet," was de
lightfully presented by Miss Clarice Phil
lips. Last, but no means least, was the
wonderful, "Arabesque", by Schulz-Evler.
Miss Smith has a massive, adequate technic
for the greatest in piano literature and

certainly showed her artistry in this se
lection.
Miss Cosette Beard is a prodigy and few
if any violinists of her age are able to do
what she performed with utmost ease last
night. Her technique is superb, her com
posure and ease of execution admirable, and
her conception unique. The "Legend" was
a gold mine of tonal effects, and the
"Czardas" of Hubay entrancing in its
rhythms and enticing in its climaxes. She
was compelled to respond to encores. Miss
Sylvia Beard's accompaniments are so
much a part of her sister's playing that
she is an indispensable aid. She knows
just how to support without superseding.
Mr. Pogue is a reader of talent and in
sight. His Riley readings were full of
originality and dramatic interest. He is a
decided impersonator and adapts himself
easily to each new situation and possesses
an excellent poise. He was heartily en
cored.

Miss Sylvia Beard's Recital
"The man that hath no music in himself,
Nor is not mov'd with concord of sweet
sounds,
Is fit for treason, stratagems and spoils.'
The above is Shakespeare's opinion of
any one who does not care for music—for
real music. It is very obvious that if
Shakespeare had been present, with the
many others, at the recital given by Miss
Sylvia Beard at Shreiner Auditorium, Oct.
29th, he would have been doubly im
pressed by the truth of this statement. We
are fortunate, indeed, to have in our
school a musician of such great talent as
Miss Beard. The degree of efficiency dis
played in this program comes only after
years of patient practice. We appreciate
the "concord of sweet sounds" all the more
because of the time and energy put into it.
Miss Cosette Beard deserves a great deal
of credit for her part in the program, also.
Miss Cosette has surprised us all and has
made us wonder how "one small head could
carry all she knew" about the violin. We
are always glad to see Miss Beard cross the

Miss Cosette Beard, Violinist
Miss Sylvia Beard, Pianist
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platform and "tune up" in getting ready
for the demonstration of her skill which
is to follow.
The musicians were ably assisted in
their program by Messrs. P. B. Smith and
Gerald Bush, readers. Mr. Smith's read
ing was original, his subject being, "The
Rattler." He won his usual applause
through the little story which was woven
in with the vivid descriptions of the life of
the swamp in which the rattler lived. Mr.
Bush was received with enthusiasm upon
his first appearance at Taylor. His read
ing, "The Book Agent" was along the hu
morous line and so much enjoyed that an
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encore was requested. We are looking for
ward to hearing both Mr. Smith and Mr.
Bush again in the near future.
The last number on the program was
exceptionally fine.
Miss Sylvia Beard was
accompanied in this by Professor A. Verne
Westlake and the spirited music which en
sued from the pianos was a fitting
climax
for the evening's entertainment.
This recital was given under the auspices
of the Thalonian Literary Society. Beauti
ful chrysanthemums were presented to the
Misses Beard by Mr. F. P. Parker, repre
sentative of the Thalos, as a token of grati
tude and appreciation.
MISS SNIDER.

Miss Phillips' Recital
On Friday, November third, in Shreiner many were present as there would have
Auditorium a piano recital was given by been otherwise, but the audience made up
Miss Clarice Phillips under the auspices of in enthusiasm for what it lacked in num
the Philalethean Literary Society. Owing ber. No one could fail of being moved by
to the inclemency of the weather not as Miss Phillips' playing. She has not only
brilliancy of technique to dazzle her hear
ers, but better still a rare delicacy of
touch and real feeling and expression,
which made of every piece she played a
living thing. All her numbers were well
recived. The "Minuet" from Ranella was
particularly good. As she played one could
follow the quaint old time figures of imag
ination through the intricate mazes of the
stately dance.
Miss Phillips was ably assisted by Mr.
Barton R. Pogue, and Mr. Joseph Imler,
readers. Both are well known here, and
their selections were of their usual stand
ard of excellence.
A bouquet of roses and ferns was pre
sented to Miss Phillips by the Philalethean
Literary Society to show their appreciation
Miss Clarice Phillips,
of her work.
Piano

A Six O'Clock Dinner
On the evening of October 18th, a festive
dinner was prepared by the cooking class
of which Miss Maude Jackson is the teach
er. It was served in the home room of the
dining hall by Mr. Pickett, one of Taylor's
best waiters. The art class, under the di

rection of Mrs. Shilling, the art teacher,
made the room cheerful by decoration with
huge branches of golden, red, and brown
autumn leaves. On the table, besides some
dainty china and real silver, were little
hand-painted paper baskets filled
with
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small sweets and the menu cards were
similar to the baskets in decoration.
Of course, the menu itself was the ob
ject of chief interest. The delicious food,
which was served in four courses, proved
to those who partook of it that the cooking
class is learning an art, the most useful
and the most appreciated. The memory of
that delightful supper seems like a dream.
Tomato soup and toast was the first course
and could not have been surpassed by the
best of chefs. The waldorf salad! what
words can describe it. The chicken, sweet
potatoes, pea patties, hot biscuits and but
ter were served in the most tempting man
ner. Then came the delightful white cake,

fruit salad and coffee. Furthermore, I
have a distinct memory of something ex
quisitely pleasing. It was mint jelly.
The honored guests were Miss Miller,
Professor and Mrs. Smith and Professor
Theobald. As the dinner progressed the
spirits of the company increased, jokes
were exchanged and the cares of the day
forgotten.
The domestic science class will have more
commodious quarters when the new dormi
tory is finished as they will have the use of
the basement. There Miss Jackson looks
forward to having many such dinners, but
prepared under less difficulties than this
one.

J. Frank Hanly at Marion
On the morning of October 16th, about and swear allegiance to the Prohibition
twenty of the students, wearing their T. U. cause.
caps of purple and gold, took the 11:42 for
"After twenty years of speaking to you
Marion to hear Hanly, the Prohibition can in other capacities, I am bringing the truth
didate for the presidency. When the spe to you as God has given me to see it. Dur
cial train pulled into Marion, they greeted ing the twenty years I tried to serve this
the presidential candidate as he descended commonwealth,—I leave for you to decide
from the car steps with a song composed how well I succeeded—I never rendered
by "Bob" Morris. Hanly then drove in greater service to you than I am rendering
his car to the court house, where he was in this present campaign. I have been a
to make his speech, accompanied by the Republican and I leave it to you if there
T. U. boys in cars provided by the loyal was an instance when I found officials de
Prohi's of Marion. Upon arriving at the linquent in party duty that I did not pun
court house the boys were given places di ish them. I served you according to the
rectly in front of the speaker. As Mr. light I had. I served you trying to have
Hanly appeared on the platform he was the Republican party abolish this traffic,
greeted with cheers from the large crowd. but I abandoned all hope when they tried
When the cheering ceased the speaker to do it by local option.
began: "Men of Grant county, I am deeply
"In this present campaign the Republi
conscious of the fact that you are not here can party has named a silent ticket and
to meet the man, but are here in the inter has adopted a silent platform. I don't want
ests of the cause he represents. I stand in any liquor representatives writing plat
favor of the abolition of the liquor traffic in forms for me. My high duty is to accept
the nation. I am glad that I have been al the call to service that has come to me
lowed the blessed privilege of preaching from a party, although small, brave
the abolition of the liquor traffic across the enough to abolish this awful traffic.
United States over a trail of 10,000 miles
"Maybe I cannot be elected. I am not
in length.
bound to win this election, but I am bound
"I have campaigned for many years rep to do right as God gives me light. Back
resenting the government of one of the yonder there is a man being prepared,
dominant parties. But I have seen devotion strong in character and purpose, to lead
in this cause equal to that in no other. I the nation to victory on this question. I
saw in a certain Western city both Repub am not to wear the laurel crown, but I am
licans and Democrats spring to their feet a John the Baptist, crying, 'Prepare ye
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the way for the one that is to come.'
kind of fun. Mr. Nelson, of Hartford City,
"Both Hughes and Wilson are battling the photographer in charge, said that he
for the presidency on any line. But I had never taken a series of group pictures
battle for a cause that will live when I with so little difficulty, and complimented
am gone. I challenge you to help me in the student body on the spirit shown. The
my high dream. To you I say, 'Prepare whole program went through without the
for November 7th.' "
slightest hitch, except from the weather.
The speaker closed amid the applause The art editor had tried to make all neces
and cheers of the now enthusiastic crowd sary arrangements with the weather
and Mr. Landrith made the concluding re man, but for some unforeseen reason he
marks full of vim and truth. When he had failed to live up to his part of the contract.
finished Mr. Hanly and Mr. Landrith were It rained, just a little, but enough to spoil
taken to the depot. There the T. U. boys the last picture, the much-to-be-taken In
had an opportunity to shake hands with strumental Department.
Mr. Landrith, who very courteously invited
The proof of a pudding is the eating,
them to accompany the party in the private however, and everyone who has seen the
car to their next appointment. Mr. Hanly pictures has been more than satisfied.
also gave them a hearty farewell hand They have been pronounced the best group
shake.
pictures ever taken for any Gem. Par
Two of the fellows presented Mr. Hanly ticularly good were the Ministerial Asso
with a large five-foot banner bearing the ciation, the Volunteer Band, the Thalo So
motto, "Taylor University for Hanly," in ciety and Bible Society groups.
large letters. With many smiles and bows
Mr. Hanly and Mr. Landrith tacked it up
OLD TIME TAFFY PULLING.
across the back of the car as the train dis
appeared around the bend.
Last Tuesday evening, (Hallowe'en) the
For many years past the students of Dames of the Dining Hall Dorm arranged
Taylor University have been very enthu for an old time taffy pulling.
siastic prohibition workers. The Inter
Games were indulged in for a couple of
collegiate Prohibition Association numbers hours; then the taffy pull began. Mr. Ken
over a hundred members including the neth Maynard was chief chef.
president of the University and other mem
Those present were Prof. Jackson, Misses
bers of the faculty. The president's wife Crossen, Walker, Hunter, Stephenson, Teed,
is also a very earnest worker and was re Copley, Giles, Dickinson, and Whybrew.
cently re-elected State President of the W. The young men present were W. K. Wil
C. T. U. We are proud of our prohibition liams, Jr., R. H. Williams. L. Gaiser, Mont
league and its workers and earnestly pray Oliver, Chas. Jennings, D. M. Church, Ken
that they may do efficient service against neth Maynard, Chas. H. Edgar and J. F.
the monster that is cursing our nation.
Seelig.
C. NEWMAN HOGLE.
All present reported a good time but were
very sorry to leave at so early an hour as
GEM PHOTOGRAPH DAY.
ten o'clock.
The Senior class in preparation for their
Best Ever Biannual, the "Gem", held their
Photograph Day on October the twelfth.
The faculty kindly granted a full holiday
and for securing this favor the student
body were so grateful to the Gem staff,
that they all arrived on time for their group
pictures, posed for any length of time in
the chilly and bleak atmosphere of the
somewhat dubious day, and smiled and
looked pleasant. They were a jolly crowd,
and Fun was the watchword, but the right

KOLONIAL KLUB KLIPPINGS.
Yes, thanks, we are thriving fine and
from all the indications we are all growing
fat and sassy on beefsteak, mashed pota
toes and pumpkin pie. All's well at Bonnie
Castle.
Norvelle is some Southern Democrat,
but we would like to know what that's got
to do with his being late for breakfast
every morning ?
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H. C. Schlarb, the Ohio Dutchman, al
ways manages to be on time for breakfast,
dinner and supper.
Jonas Puller informs us that he has with
drawn from the social realm indefinitely.
Our irregulars are, Clarence Snider, Paul
Pearce and Orville Taylor. They say, come
and join us, we are enjoying it immensely.
R. S. Vandersoll says it is about time
for him to begin his social duties. Well,
luck to you Van.
Floyd is some waiter!
HARRIS JARVIS.
LOCALS.
Bro. Musser, returned missionary from
India, better known as "the Jungle Man"
was again with us last Sunday and gave
us one of the most stirring missionary mes
sages ever heard in Taylor.
The Literary societies gave their open
ing programs this week, the Philos on
Friday night and the Thalos on Saturday
night. Both evenings showed a large
crowd in society hall, and it is hard to tell
which society did the best work. We are
expecting a great year for society work.
The "Deutchers" went a picnicing Sat
urday evening. After a delightful stroll
down the Yeater road, and along the river
by the cow path to the bridge, and then
by the road to William's hill, we gathered
wood, kindled a fire, roasted bacon, toasted
bread, and dined in true camp style. Nearly
everybody said that it was the finest pic
nic they had ever taken part in. Mr.
Harm said so. He aught to have enjoyed
it, because he "swiped" five bananas and
nobody knows how many cream puffs, on
the way to the hill. What is the quickest
way to descend a hill ? Ask Prof. Zim
merman.—Oh! those cream puffs!
Mr. J. D. Druschel spent the week end
with us. It seems "sort o' home like" to
see J. D. bobbing around again. Doc gave
us a speech in chapel Monday; he spoke
about the Prohibition party.
One cat and two dogs have arrived on
the campus. There will be more before
winter.

Brother and Sister Singer, returned mis
sionaries from Africa, were with us Tues
day. Bro. Singer was here last winter. It
was a treat to have them lead chapel.
Every one enjoyed the recital Monday
evening. It is hard to tell which did the
best. But the Echo company has decided
that Mr. Wigg carried off the honors. Prof.
Westlake intends to have his assistants
give a series of recitals this winter.
We are glad to see such a good repre
sentation from Upland with us this year.
Joe Imler says that Prof. Westlake's
have a fine parlor and a scrumptuous
kitchen. How do you know, Joe?
Miss Ramsey committed a double crime
last week. She stole some tomatoes and
she stole them on Sunday.
Mr. Miller walked around the campus
with a brilliant smile transfiguring his
countenance Sunday. There is a reason;
his uncle and aunt came to visit him; but
that was not what caused the smile; it was
the two dinner baskets which they brought.
Miss Snider ate an enormous breakfast
Thursday.
Tim Williams came in Saturday morn
ing with a fine squirrel and one poor mu
tilated rabbit.
Mr. Hogle, who hunted with Tim, suc
ceeded in capturing several dozen beggar
lice.
Mr. Patterson—"Joe Imler, this pie has
the constituency of leather."
It certainly is good to have "Steve" back
with us; at least Miss Graves says so.
Dr. Ridout filled Bro. Cremane's pulpit
Sunday evening. He preached from the
text: "I am doing a great work: therefore
I can not come down."
Dan Cupid says that he likes it here
very well and has decided to make Taylor
his winter quarters. You are a welcome
guest, Dan.
Three couples and a chaperone motored
to Hartford in Mr. Taylor's car to attend
the Westlake recital. They say that they
had a better time than the jitney load be
cause they had supper at the cafe.
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October 19th: George Snider leads chapel.
Mr. Norvelle acted as "head waiter"
Wednesday evening. His humorous way of
making announcements is almost an art—
for him; and quite a comedy for us.
The Hanly delegation marched into the
"home room" resplendent in their purple
and gold caps, yelling and singing the
Hanly song. We hardly know who made
the most racket, the dozen boys who
whooped for Hanly or John Skow who bel
lowed for Hughes.
Mr. Johnson and Mr. Church have traded
rooms.
Mr. Keever has reopened a cafe in the
new business block. Mr. Keever is runing a restaurant that would be a credit to
any city of 5,000 inhabitants. He keeps a
clean up-to-date place and serves good
wholesome food and you are always waited
on by a "gentleman." We believe in stand
ing by any man who takes cleanliness and
gentility for his motto.
We were glad to have "doc" with us
again for the week end.
P. B. Smith was the guest of Mr.
Druschel at "Ye Kolonial Klub" Sunday
evening. He says: "Ye olde Klub" cer
tainly spreads a sumptuous board."
Miss Snider was entertained by Prof,
and Mrs. Smith Sunday. She reports eat
ing three pieces of chicken.
Karl Puterbaugh wishes to announce that
his room is not a bake shop nor a "free
hand out" institution; also that hereafter
his cookies from home will be locked up
and it will be no use to rummage around
for them.
Three new students arrived—enrollment,
295 now. "Watch us grow."
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Wednesday was Gem Day and from early
till late are all "got" our pictures "tooken".
This year's Gem is going to be the finest
ever put out from Taylor. It is something
different.
Dr. Ridout spent Sunday in reopening
services on Rev. J. I. Williams' charge,
Jolietville, Ind. (Ft. Wayne District.) At
the afternoon service Rev. E. E. Lutz, of
Westfield, Ind., preached. Both Williams
and Lutz are T. U. men.
Mr. Williams has done what other T. U.
men have been doing lately—getting mar
ried. He took a journey to Traillingate,
Newfoundland, and married Miss Amelia
Roberts. They are both very happy. Jo
lietville and the people think that they
have found a prize in the little English
man and his wife.
Prof. Shilling underwent an operation
on her toe October 18th, and has been con
fined to her home since that time.
Robert Morris is employed as chorister
in the First Presbyterian church at Hart
ford City.
Miss Grace Waymire visited her sister,
Maybelle, over the week end, October 27-29.
Misses Reko Topp, Ruth and Elizabeth
Atkins spent Sunday, October 29th, with
Miss Helen Smith at Frankton, Ind.
Prof. Jackson attended the State Public
School Teachers' Convention at Indianap
olis October 25-28.
Miss Irene Dill and Miss Mabel Park are
attending school at C. E. I. and Miss Hazel
Newlon is attending Moody Bible Institute
in Chicago this year.
A daughter, Dorothy Lois, arrived at the
home of Rev. and Mrs. James Knight, of
Bellflower, Missouri, on Sunday, October 15.
Rev. and Mrs. Chas. Archer and little
daughter, Virginia Ruth, were callers here
on Friday, October 27.

Mr. Chas. Stephenson, Miss Gladys
Miller and Mr. P. B. Smith were enter
tained by Miss Beautrix Graves Sunday
evening. One of those luncheons for which
Miss Graves is famous was served and
fully appreciated.

Misses Eva Fort and Miriam Berritt
spent the week end, October 27-30, at Miss
Fort's home, Willow Branch.

Daddy Holmes has been having consid
erable trouble with a bleeding tooth. We
all miss Bro. Holmes when he is not able to
be about.

Mr. and Mrs. Victor Peavy of Marion, vis
ited at Prof. Peavy's Sunday. We were
glad to see him out so soon ofter his recent
illness.
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Miss Mayer spent the week end at her
home in Willow Branch, Oct. 27-30.
0. C. Brown and family expect to leave
Friday enroute for China. C. P. Culver
and family expect to sail with them. Both
men will take up work in the Holding mis
sion.
Act I, Scene 1, of the latest sensational
drama. Place, P. B.'s room. Time, 2:30
Monday.
P. B. cleaning up room.
Thump, thump, thump, sounds on the
stairs—up comes "Doc."
Doc—"Well, P. B., just got back from
town, met all my old friends, had a fine
time. Now wonder if I can go over to
Westlake's and talk to the girls, does my
face need washing? 'Spect I had better
shave. What will I tell 'em I came for?
Have to have something—by the way—
what will I tell them, (sees remnants of

A TAYLOR REUNION.
Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself hath said:
"The place where I was college bred,
The dining hall where I was fed,
The stuffy dormitory bed,
Have never from my memory fled."
Hurrah for Taylor! What a time we
had! Who had? Why the Taylorites of
Missouri. Eight Taylor students at the
Missouri annual conference made the
welkin ring, and the natives were almost

paw paws which Parker had sent over so
that he could take a sensible breath with
out feeling like casting his bread upon the
ground.) The very thing! I'll take those
paw paws over to the girls and that will let
me in. But what will I take 'em in ?"
(Exit Doc.)
Act II, Scene 1—Speechless rummaging
in the depths of Joshua's box.
Voice from the bottom of the box—Oh
P. B.! P. B.! P. B.! whose old straw hat is
this ?
P. B.—Don't know.
Doc's Voice—Well do you care if I take
those paw paws over in it?
P. B.—You can, as far as I am con
cerned. It is not mine.
Doc—Well, got to have something.
Exit—Doc with paw paws in Joshua's old
straw hat.
Moral—Where there is a will there is a
way no matter what the way is.

persuaded that Taylor had been trans
ported thither bag and baggage.
On September 20th the Missouri confer
ence met at Kirksville in regular session.
I can not take time nor space here to re
port the conference, but will only say that
Bishop Quayle is a master hand at man
ipulating a conference and his personality
lent inspiration to the entire session and
made it an enjoyable week.
But even if there had been no bishop in
sight, the time would have been pleasantly
spent by about eight of those present.
Like good news from a far country was it
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to clasp glad hands again with the beloved
of Taylor days; like an Elim of palm trees
on a desert strand to sit once more in fel
lowship with those to whom our hearts
were knit with golden threads, indissoluble
in the alchemy of time. There was Dave
Bloomster with his bluff big-hearted pleas
antries, and his mate, Helen Jones Bloom
ster, who in days of yore taught us to eat
bean salad at the dear old dining hall.
Clarence Olsen, a tower of strength and
perpendicularity, was very much in evi
dence. Leo Johnson, erstwhile ascetic and
abstemious, especially toward the fair sex,
but one of the earliest to succumb, and his
adorable and adoring co-partner, Sybilla
Steelman Johnson, who is fore-ordained to
lead Missouri in the fight
for prohibition
and equal suffrage. Then there was F. G.
Hilbers, T. U., 1902-3, who has been in this
conference for ten years or more; and
Lucius L. Smith, T. U., 1896 to 1898, who
went from Taylor to Albion, and after
serving a term. in the army came to Mis
souri, where he has been for five
years.
Lastly and least of all the writer of this
humble chronicle, James W. Knight, more
or less a butt for the satire of circum
stances, but nevertheless with a warm
heart for T. XJ., and the product therefrom.
It was a great occasion. It would have
been even greater if we could have had the
rest of the T. XJ. family residing in Mis
souri, present. For there are four more
in the state whom I have not mentioned,
viz: Ernest Giggy and his wife, Addie
Fletcher Giggy, Mrs. Clarence Olsen and
Mrs. Anna McKee Knight. Taylor is
well represented, that is, numerically
speaking, and I am sure we are all trying
to hold up the ideals which we imbibed at
dear old Taylor.
Bellflower, Mo.
J. W. KNIGHT.
To the Echo Family:—
The months that have passed since we
separated last commencement I have spent
in watchful waiting—waiting for definite
orders from the mission board. I do not
believe that anything worth while comes
to him who waits unless he works while
he waits; so I have been spending the time
at home on the farm at hard manual labor.
Last June I fully expected to start for
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India on October 1st, but as the summer
progressed it became more and more evi
dent that I could not go that early.
At one time during the summer I had
little hope of securing a British permit to
enter India until the war in Europe should
end. The British ambassador informed me
that it might take months to adjust the
matter, owing to the uncertain mail serv
ice between England and India. I am sure
God had a hand in removing the seemingly
insurmountable obstacles and I received my
permit in less than three weeks after I
applied for it.
I also experienced some difficulty in se
curing my passport, owing to a lack of
knowledge of the "red tape" involved in the
process.
Another thing which added to the uncer
tainty of my going was the lack of funds.
The $300 for my passage was secured at
a comparatively early date, but the $150
for my equipment has not been entirely
raised yet, and for some time it was doubt
ful whether enough would be secured to
enable me to go even partially equipped.
It was not until three weeks ago that
definite plans were made for my going
this fall. At that time it was practically
settled that I should sail from San Fran
cisco on November 15th, on the S. S. Nip
pon. Since further investigation has been
made it has been found advisable to change
those plans and I am to sail from Seattle
on November 24th on the S. S. Shidzuoka
Maru.
I am going with Mr. Rees Jones and Mr.
Dawson, two young men who are to be my
co-laborers in India. We will arrive at
Hong Kong, China, December 25th, Christ
mas Day, and on December 28th we sail
for Colombo, arriving there two weeks later.
It will take us about two months to reach
our destination.
I expect to visit Taylor on my way to
the coast and will probably be there early
in November.
I ask an interest in your prayers that I
may not fail God in any particular and may
be prepared for the great task to which He
has called me.
Yours in His service,
BURTON R. OPPER.
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George Snider's golden smile beamed up
on us from the chapel platform last thursday. George is getting fat—too much
chicken.
J. D. Druschel dropped in Friday for the
week end. Doc was on his way to the
southern part of the state to do some
prohi work there. He seemed in the best of
spirits. Probably it was because southern
Indiana is so close to Kentucky.
W. I. Kidder writes: "South Dakota will
win for Prohibition this fall. Taylor has
a representative who can be counted as all
in the fight."
Mr. Kidder is now serving as principal
of the Dalton (S. D.) schools.
"The Bain Brothers of Cedar Rapids, are
closing another successful year with their
corn dryer. They are old students of Tay
lor."

social half hour at which the men's Social
Committee composed of one-fourth of my
male members invite all strangers to re
main and meet the pastor and hear a special
program of music and short addresses by
some of the members. This has brought
me in contact with many strangers who
would have slipped out unseen.
We have a musical service the last Sun
day night in the month which always
brings a good crowd. I give only a ten
minute crisp address on some live subject
but have a full house for it. This gets a
message to people who will attend only for
some special program.
We are in the process or raising $3,000
on church repairs and a new pipe organ.
This is the third organ to be put in church
es where I have been the pastor. The
first was in Kansas City, the second at
Belmont, N. Y.
Beside my own church work, which is
heavy with so many members and as many
more in the families to be visited and at-

Professor R. C. Brown has charge of our
department of Mathematics. He was elect
ed to this position on the resignation of
Professor Behner, who is pursuing a theo
logical course in Denver. Professor Brown
is a graduate of the Greenville Seminary
Academy and has Bachelor Degrees from
Taylor University and the University of
Michigan. He also has a Teacher's State
Diploma from Michigan.
Besides the
mathematics Professor Brown has the class
in Sociology, which subject he pursued as a
minor at Michigan.—Aletheia.
We are glad to hear of Taylor students
making good.
Melvin J. Hill, former T. U. student, writes:
The church of which I am pastor has
about 400 members. We are located in a
manufacturing town of 2,100 people. Ours
is the largest church in town, having passed
the Baptist church in numbers last year
when our converts from the revival were
all received. There were 70 of them.
It is refreshing to find that people every
where are anxious to hear the pure gospel.
I preach nothing else and try to maintain
the same spirit in my church that I became
acquainted with in Taylor. Besides the reg
ular service on Sunday night I have a

Bishop Burt

M.

J. Hill

tended to, I have gone out to such gather
ings as the great Laymen's Missionary
Convention of eight hundred ministers,
held in Rochester, and conducted the mu
sic and have sung with the Genesee Con
ference Quartet of which I am a member.
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Last May I was made music leader at the
Methodist General Conference at Saratoga
Springs, N. Y. for the entire month. That
was a great conference. I saw there many
old friends of other years, including Dean
Ayers and Mrs. Ayers. Just now I am
editing a special song book for the "Penn
sylvania State Convention of Methodist
Men" to be held at Harrisburg, Nov. 20-22.
My work there also will be to conduct the
music, assisted by the Genesee Quartet and
the Central German Conference Quartet of
Ohio.
This will give you a little idea of how a
preacher has to work to keep apace with
the speed of our day. Speaking of speed:
I can go faster now than ever. Just before
conference was to convene in Buffalo last
month, some of the Official Board came in
with a nice purse and told me to go and
buy the preacher an auto. I have it now,
a 1917 model Ford touring car, and am
making it pay its way by calling on people
that I had not been able to reach out in the
country district, before I got it.
Taylor University's First Male Quartet of
Which Mr. Hill Was Leader.

Brother Hill is a hard worker and a
splendid preacher. His church is in good
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condition and the congregations are large.
His musical ability is much appreciated and
the choral work, under his leadership, is a
great help in attracting and holding the
young people to his church. Knowing oth
ers as well as his friends would be pleased
to look upon the face of the man who has
been twice the precenter at the General
Conference, we secured a photo for The
Echo.
STUDENTS ARE ORGANIZED.
Under the leadership of Dr. Ridout the
different states have been organized into
groups for the purpose of raising $50 each
for the furnishing of a room in the new
Dorm; also to assist in making Donation
Day, November 28, a wonderful success.
It is suggested that the groups 'be contin
ued as social organizations.
The following were elected as leaders of
the different groups:
Indiana Group A—B. R. Pogue, Pres.,
Miss Graves, Sec.
Indiana Group B—Roy S. Brown, Pres.,
Miss Snyder, Sec.
Ohio Group—Prof. Theobold, Pres., Miss
Sharer, Sec.
Mich, and 111. Group—Mcintosh, Pres.;
Miss Sievers, Sec.
Pennsylvania Group—Leslie White, Pres.,
Miss Raymond, Sec.
U. S. Group—H. G. Robson, Pres., D. A.
Cooke, Sec.
Foreign Group—Carlos Daniel, Pres.,
Miss Bustamante, Sec.
NOTICE.
"A number of the college class of 1915
wish to know what has become of that
circular letter which was to visit the mem
bers and cheer them on their way?"
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Dr. Ridout was waxing hot and eloquent
in chapel: They immediately looked to
ward Gideon as the only one who had cour
age enough to throw down the idols of
Baal. The Baalites cried, "Let's go down
and kill Gideon."
Prom the amen corner: AMEN.
Dr. Ridout: That's one amen even if it is
in the wrong place.
The editor would like to know what dif
ference it makes whose oil stove he fixes ?
If any one has an extra pair of crutches,
please lend them to Joy Stephens; she only
has about three pair at her disposal at the
present time.
Is It An Insect?
Miss Snider (to K. Ayres)—What would
you call a spider?
K.—A dear little creature.
Miss Snider—Some folks call me that.
Prof. Westlake: What is the syllable
name of this note?
Miss Armitage: (Mi!)
Prof. Westlake: (Yes you!)
Bliss Armitage: (Mi!)
Prof. Westlake: (Yes, go ahead.)
Miss Armitage: (Mi!)
Prof. Westlake: (Yes, Mi!)
For Poetics Class Only.
Paddy—Rob, which is your predominat
ing foot?
Rob—I only have two anapestic feet.
Walter Oliver—Is it trim acat first?

Prof. Peavy says that even Dean Ayres
is insignificant since it would take seven
million men his length to equal the diame
ter of the earth.
Times Haven't Changed Much Either.
Chapel was held in those days after the
close of the afternoon's recitation, and just
before suppertime, when certain inner crav
ings began to assert themselves somwhat
insistently. Consequently the orator whose
discourse was prolix and prolonged was not
apt to be regarded with unanimous ap
proval. This was the case with M
. He
had already exceeded a proper length,
when he launched for illustration on the
familiar story of John Maynard, the mar
tyred Lake Erie pilot, who stayed by his
wheel and beached the burning steamer,
even while the flames
were gathering
about him. Imitating the captain, and mak
ing a trumpet with the hollows of his two
hands, M
shouted in thunder tones,
"John — Maynard, can—you—hold—out—
five—minutes—longer?"
Immediately a
hungry sophomore—perhaps he has lived
long enough by this time to repent of his
sally—gave very prompt and audible an
swer, "I'll try!" He reminds us of the
penitentiary convict, No. 293, who was
brought up before the superintendent for
interrupting the church services, but he
stoutly denied it. "The chaplain," he ex
plained, said 'two ninety-three, Art thou
weary, art thou languid, art thou sore dis
tressed?' and I just answered him po
litely, 'Yes, sir, I am.' "
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Kiily: "We used to have a dog that would
howl when somebody played the piano."
Van: "That's nothing. I know women
that act the same way."
There was a man in our town,
And he was wondrous wise;
He swore it was his policy
He would not advertise;
But one sad day he advertised,
And thereby hangs the tale:
The ad was set in quite small type,
And headed, "Sheriff's Sale."
—Ex.
One of his under-clerks last summer put
to Bishop Cadmon, of Maine, this question:
"Now that the hot weather is upon us,
my dear bishop, I find that many members
of my congregation are inclined to—er—
doze during the sermon. What remedy do
you advise in this matter?"
"When I first commenced preaching," re
plied the bishop, "I gave the sexton strict
orders that whenever he saw any one
asleep in my congregation he should im
mediately drop a heavy book on the floor."
"O, I see—to wake the parishioner."
"No, to wake up the preacher."—The
Continent.
He sailed out one fair evening,
To call on his fair young miss,
And when he reached her residence,
this
like
steps
the
up
went
He
Her father met him at the door
He did not see the miss,
He will not go there any more
»H
}UOM.
UMOp

sda^s
35111

siqi

—Exchange.

Miss Green and Miss Horn are room-mates.
They occupy the Green-Horn room.
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Eish—"Say, Froggie, wasn't that a new
girl you'had last night?"
Omar—"No, you're mistaken; it was just
the old one repainted."
Freshie—"Gee, my bones ache tonight."
Soph—"Yes, these headaches are awfully
annoying."
Help Wanted For P. B. Smith.
Someone to keep the flies off of him in
Economics class, while he sleeps.

Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape
Cape

Modern Geography.
of Good Hope—Sweet 16.
Flattery—20.
Lookout—25.
Fear—30.
Farewell—40.
-—Exchange.

My Mustache "lis to Me.
My mustache 'tis to me
Sweet bunch of shrubery,—
Of thee I sing;
Long let my beard be light,
Scorned at, by critics bright;
I'll protect it with my might,
To it I'll cling.
L. W. FACE.
Whose Victories?
"While debating the liquor problem,"
said a Helena, Montana, paper, "do not
fail to note that for a thousand years the
most spirited military victories have been
won after serving grog." Whereupon an
anti-liquor paper replied: "There is some
truth in this, but the victories were not
won by those who guzzled the grog but by
the other fellow."
BATS.
An unpublished poem by
JAMES WHITCOMB RILEY.
Girls ain't 'feared o' burds with wings—
Then who's 'feared o' mice an' things,
Dogs an' cats an' hogs an' rats ?
Then what boy's afeared o' bats!—
Bats has wings like burds, an' they
Fly like burds ist ever' way!
Ef girls thinks the burds so nice—
Bats is burds made out o' mice.
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One of the wealthy members of a fash
ionable church in Boston approached her
pastor with the complaint that she was
greatly disturbed by one of her neighbors.
"It's positively unbearable," said she.
"That man in the pew in front of us de
stroys all my devotional and pious feeling
when he attempts to sing. Couldn't you
ask him to change his pew?"

The good pastor was sorely perplexed.
After a few moments' reflection he said:
"Well, I naturally would feel a little delica
cy on that score, more especially as I
would have to give a reason. But I will tell
you what I might do." Here the pastor's
face became illuminated with a happy
thought. ""I might ask him to join the
choir."—Harper's Magazine.

IDLE RICH NOT WANTED AT LELAND
STANFORD.

they are doing honest work will not be
permitted to remain.
Stanford does not particularly seek poor
boys and discourage the entrance of the
wealthy, Dr. Wilbur explains, but experi
ence has shown that the poor boy has, on
the whole, made a better record, both as a
student and afterwards. His appeal, Dr.
Wilbur says, is an endeavor to save the
wealthy lad from his own particular clan
gers. "It takes time to run an automo
bile and it often leads to life off the cam
pus, to extravagance and much foolish
ness," says the letter, adding: "There is
plenty to do in the way of variety right
at the university, with its swimming pools,
athletic fields, gymnasiums, beautiful walks
and the like. There is no need to go to
San Francisco more than once or twice a
semester and this trip can be conveniently
and cheaply made by train. There is no
need to supply money for orchids, for
dance parties or for taxi hire.
"The student who cannot be content to
lead the clean, simple, industrious life ex
pected on the Stanford campus should go
elsewhere. If you do not feel our idea of
student self-government is right and if you

Students Overburdened With Too Much
Wealth Undesirables at California
University.

Wealth is a handicap to the college stu
dent and the poor boy has the advantage,
according to Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, presi
dent of Leland Stanford University, in a
statement recently.
As a consequence of this belief Dr. Wil
bur decreed that beginning this year autos
may not be owned by students; that too
frequent dances, the purchase of expensive
flowers for co-eds and similar luxuries will
be banned.
Dr. Wilbur is so convinced he is right
about this that he has sent a circular let
ter to student's parents saying students
with too much money are not desired at
the school, if they are inclined to spend
their time in the pursuit of pleasure.
The letter urges parents to refrain from
too liberal allowances and warns them
that as the number of entrants this year
is limited, those students who fail to show
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do not feel that it expresses the right atitude toward alcohol, hazing, self-control,
payment of debts and things of that sort,
it would be better to keep your son or
daughter at home, or send them elsewhere.
It will save them the trouble that is almost
sure to come sometime in a four-year
course and will give the university more
time to develop those who have the dispo
sition to conform."
Marion High School Survey is a newsy,
aggressive sheet. The "Marion High," is
doing things. Your front page cartoons
are fine.
The Collegean Reporter, Morningside Col
lege: That's right, go on and hang every
scalp on your belt from which a hair waves,
even if they are all football scalps.
Northwestern college, seeing the great
need of prayer in the lives of students, has
instituted a prayer week from October 30
to November 5th. Dr. John H. Elliott who
has been in Australia for the past year,
establishing a Bible Institute, was put in
charge of the prayer week. We wish that
other colleges would learn this great truth,
"That prayer is necessary for real develop
ment," and then exercise themselves in
prayer.
The R. H. S. Register has been full of
spice and pep. Keep it up.
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Aletheia, let us congratulate you on your
successful poem contest. We know it was
successful by the results.
The Lawrentian, just as breezy and upto-date as ever. We believe you live up to
your title, "America's great college week
ly."
To be first out of 340 college and uni
versity public speaking contests, 53 state
contests, and eight great interstate con
tests—first out of 1,375 best student ora
tors in all parts of the country who origin
ally started to climb toward national honors
—this is what it will mean to win in the
National Oratorical Contest of the I. P. A.
at Lexington, Ky., December 28.
SPARKS FROM OUR CHAPEL PLAT
FORM.
I know what pleasure is for I have
worked well.—Robert L. Stephenson.
Nothing is more essential to the forma
tion of a strong character than thinking.
With a wise man thinking should become a
habit. Such thinking is a brooding process
and brings ideas to maturity.
Our friends often disappoint us and all
that we can do is to pray for them, and
if their spirit is right and willing God will
answer our prayer.
Genius is 10 per cent inspiration and 90
per cent perspiration.—Edison.
The thoughts of an educated man have
a direct and valuable relation to life.

Exceptional values in artistic photos at modern prices—Dexheimer

Ben Bradford
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
Upland, Ind.

DR. H. S. JEFFREY
Phone 362

Upland, Ind.

SHOES

ISN'T IT WONDERFUL?
Try us and convince yourself
splendid tailoring we can do.

of

of known quality

the

FOR LADIES

Queen Quality Shoes
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00

Suits Made to Your Measure.
Cleaning, Pressing, and Altering done to
suit the customer.
Our location is one door north of Holmes
Grocery.

FOR MEN

W. L. Douglas Shoes
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00
Only at
A. DICKERSON.

F. P. PARKER,
Merchant Tailor.
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THE COLLEGE MAN'S PEN
Because il meets the exacting requirements
of college work.
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For Sale at College Bookstores
and by Druggists. Jewelers and
Stationers Everywhere
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Dr. Applentan, the Optician
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Twenty Years Successful Practice.
Consultation Free.
University Addition.

v

MARLEY-DEVON

Trueblood Laundry
"The Laundry that Knows How"
FLOYD BARNETT
MARLEY 1V2 IN. DEVON IV* IN.

Local agent
University Addition

Upland, Ind.

O. E. HOLMES
Groceries and Notions
The Store that appreciates
Your Trade
University Addition
Phone 334

ARROW

COLLARS
15 cts. each, 6 for 90 cts.

CLUETT, PEABODY & CO., INC.

Exclusive styles of Fine Frames at Dexheimer's

MAKERS

Your friends will be delighted with your Photo for Xmas.
The Largest Stock

The Leading Jeweler
Eyes Tested—Glasses Fitted

DR. C. C. FARRIS
Marion, Ind.

NELSON STUDIO
For Photography of all Kinds
Panoramas and Framing
Your patronage highly appreciated
sS Phone 534
Hartford City, Ind.
3
"3

W. A. HOLLIS, M.D.

-3
tC Diseases and Surgery of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat—Glasses Fitted
tOffice and Hospital at 214 High St.,
3
Hartford City.
O

See Dexheimer

Your friends can buy anything you might
give them, except your photograph

THE LARRIMER ART SHOP
at Marion is a good place to go. We have
photographed hundreds of Taylor students,
and pleased them.
Ask for our special T. U rate.

APPLEMAN, THE TAILOR
Specialist on Men's Clothes
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing.
Ladies'
work solicited.
University Addition.
Don't fail to see Vickery

THE UNIVERSITY BARBER &
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Prices right
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Razors honed
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HATS, CAPS,
SHOES, ETC,
FURNITURE & RUGS
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Fellow Students

If it is Athletic Goods, Notions, Confec
tionery, or General Student Supplies you
03 need, go to the
O)
N
CAMPO
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m We are doing a fair honest business, on a
CD

X strictly cash basis.
Your trade is solicited.
<U
A. C. LEE, Prop.
u

s

£ MARION HARDWARE CO.
Fifth and Washington Sts.

Everything in Hardware
Draper & Maynard Base Ball, Football,
Basketball, Tennis, Full line of Sporting
Goods.
Better Goods For Less Money.

Quality

WOMENS READY
TO WEAR GARMENTS,

M I LLI N ERY,
DRY GOODS.
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CD
JD
W
GLOVES, NECK WEAR
o
3
J3
cr
only place in Upland where

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

CD

^

' ttf
ft)
jo

The
you can get
>3
t—"
Fleischman's Yeast.
O
<P
The kind which makes such love tn
JD
ly Bread, Biscuits and Buns
<rtFish and Oysters
o
CD
Heinz Pickles
X
Phone 991

sr
F. E. BRODERICK
Upland, Ind. o
3
Fresh and Salt Meats.
i-i

Keever's Restaurant and Short
Order House.
Prompt Service
Strictly Sanitary

Your Trade Highly Appreciated.
Service Phone 82
Upland, Ind.

You'll not be disappointed at Dexheimer's

Have your Xmas Photos made by Dexheirner

PRINTING

It's so hard to do our clothes justice
in an ad.
The thing for you to do is leave us
your order for a fall and winter suit.
Suits or overcoats made to meas
ure, cut and fitted on premises, $15, at
our new home, 207 E. Third St. next to
jail, Marion, Indiana.
NATE WEINBERGER, Mzr.

HENRI BERLIN, Desljner

"Shaker-Knit"
Sweaters
In any color or combination of
colors, V-neck, or button, abso
lutely pure wool, can be seen at
our Store. We can take your
order on anything special and
deliver it from ten days to two
weeks.
We are the agents for the
Shaker people, in this district
and as such we are able to quote
you the extremely low price of
$7.00 on these sweaters.
LIEBER

HARDWARE COMPANY,
Hartford City, Ind.

By Parcel Post
We will appreciate orders
from any of our readers for
their printing. Anything
from a visiting card to a 500page book. The country
merchant, not convenient to
a good print shop, will find it
to his decided advantage to
send us his order.
Preachers who will send
us their order or write for
prices will find that we can
supply them with a limited
quantity of printed station
ery at a price cheaper than
they buy the unprinted in
small quantities.
We specialize on religious
and legal printing of every
kind and can interpret your
ideas correctly and do your
work better and quicker and
with less annoyance to you
than other shops w7here the
technique of the calling is
not understood.
Weekly bulletins, pro
grams, conference minutes,
college catalogs, etc., will
have our special attention in
both the price and the print
ing.
Note that we propose to
deliver by parcel post, which
puts you on an equal basis
with the local patron or as if
the shop were in your own
town or neighborhood.
The Silent Evangel Society,
519 E. Walnut Street,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Exceptional values in artistic photos at modern prices Dexheirner

Beautiful work at reasonable prices at Dexheimer's

THE ULTRA FASHIONABLE
In Women's Stylish Boots $3.00 to $7.00
j|7r Particular Women demand footl|j wear that is not only stylish but
becoming. There is a decided
different appearance in our Fall Boots.
They add materially to your personality
and social standing.
Sixty-eight distinct models on dis
play in all leathers.

SAM

LEVY

SHOE

CO.

114 WEST 3RD STEET. MARION. IND.

Price Clothing Company
A New Store conducted along lines
which will have your approval.
High class Merchandise of a charac
ter that will appeal to you.
Taylor University patronage will be
appreciated and will be well cared for.

Price Clothing Company
East side square

Marion, Indiana

Dexheimer emphasizes the strong points of your individuality

&YLOR.
DIVERSITY

'

I

THE COLLEGE—
Four years' course. Thorough work. A.B. or B.S. degree.
THE ACADEMY—
Four years' course for various classes of students.
THE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL—
Seminary coarse, conferring B.D. degree, English Bible course. Institute
of Evangelism.
CONSERVATORY OF MUSICThe Musical Conservatory of Taylor University, in accordance with im
proveiuents in other departments, has added eight new members to the
musical faculty. Professor Arthur Verne Westlake, director of the Con
servatory of Music of Taylor University, has installed complete courses in
every branch of music and added eight new members to the faculty. Mr.
Westlake, after protracted study with private teachers in and about
Pittsburg, entered the Beaver College Musical Institute where he graduated
in 1909. He went to Vienna where he studied with such eminent teachers
as Theodore Leschetizky, Frauiein Prentner, Mason, and Melville-Lesniew ski. Arriving home, instead of taking up his work in the college which he
had left, he founded and fostered a school of his own, known as the Extend
ed Conservatory of Pittsburg. He had enrolled in this school, including the
extension department over two thousand students and in coining to Taylor
University is still retaining affiliation with this school. Many of its
teachers and especially gifted students have accompanied Mr. Westlake to
Taylor to help carry out his plan of making Taylor one of the largest and
best equipped conservatories in America.
SCHOOL OF ORATORY—
In charge of Professor Cobb of Curry Expression School, Boston.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS—
Giving courses in Stenography, Typewriting, Bookkeeping, Penmanship,
Etc.
Rates are very moderate—Less than $200 a year. Send for catalogue.
M. VAYHINGER, D.D.. President,
Upland, Indiana.

